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THE DIVINE APPOINTMENT OF THE  
FIRST ANTEDILUVIAN KING: NEWLY 

RECOVERED CONTENT FROM THE UR 
VERSION OF THE SUMERIAN FLOOD STORY

Jeremiah Peterson (Cedar Rapids, Iowa)

Abstract

A newly reconstructed manuscript of the Sumerian Flood Story from Old Babylonian Ur furnishes us with further 
content of the composition, most notably the divine appointment of the first king, Alulim of Eridu. It appears that 
this text contained an etiology for the pervasive royal image of the king as shepherd of the people.

In the course of editing the Sumerian literary manuscripts from Old Babylonian Ur for the Ur Digitization Project, 
I was able to join two additional pieces, UET 6/3: 503 and UET 6/3: 691, and associate another piece that lacks a 
physically decisive join, UET 6/3: 701, to the well-known fragment UET 6/1: 61.1 I am most grateful to Jon Taylor 
for verifying these joins in the British Museum, as well as to Uri Gabbay, Grant Frame, Enrique Jiménez, and 
Manuel Molina and two anonymous reviewers for their most helpful input, which greatly improved the contents 
of this article. Responsibility for the content of the article is mine alone.

In his influential article on the “The Eridu Genesis,” Jacobsen understood UET 6/1: 61 to pertain to the Su-
merian Flood Story.2 Although the new joins refute a number of his free restorations, they further confirm his 
affiliation of this manuscript with the Sumerian Flood Story. This narrative has been known primarily from the 
lone manuscript CBS 10673+10867, which was edited by Civil (1969). More recently, it has been supplemented 
by a manuscript in the Schøyen collection, MS 3026 (CDLI P252032), which will be published by Konrad Volk. 
The date of CBS 10673+ remains uncertain, as its hand and format do not strongly resemble either the late Old 
Babylonian literary manuscripts from Tablet Hill and Area TA House F or the Middle Babylonian literary manu-
scripts from Nippur.3 The somewhat aberrant quality of the Sumerian, as noted by Civil (1969: 139), is further 
highlighted by its lexemic and morphemic variance with corresponding lines in the Ur manuscript, as presented 
below, as well as with the corresponding content of the Schøyen exemplar. The content of UET 6/1: 61+ and CBS 
10673+ should not be automatically assumed to correspond tightly with each other. One will note the potential 

1. None of these pieces possess an excavation number and thus an exact provenience. An origin from no. 1 Broad Street or no. 7 Quiet 
Street is most likely. Digital images of all these pieces prior to joining are available via the Cuneiform Digital Library Initiative (numbers 
P346146, P346541 and P346728).

2. Jacobsen 1981: for UET 6/1: 61 see, subsequently, Alster 1983: 56–58; Davila 1995: 202; Wilcke 2003: 110 n. 9; Woods 2009: 207; Mit-
termayer 2009: 58–59; Chen 2013: 247 and n. 121. Several improvements to the UET 6/1 copy were made by Ludwig 2009: 73–74. 

3. For an overview of these manuscripts, see Peterson 2016.
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divergence even within the relatively meager contents of UET 6/1: 61+ after the listing of the giving of the five an-
tediluvian cities to their divine patrons. If these two passages are indeed divergent renditions of each other, there 
are possibly significant differences in the plot between the two versions. In CBS 10673+ obverse column ii, prior 
to the enumeration of the five cities, kingship has been brought down from heaven, thus immediately echoing the 
incipit of the extended antediluvian version of the Sumerian King List (SKL) and then, after the allocation of the 
cities that clearly correspond to the nascent Mesopotamian king’s domain to their deities, the kab duga  duty is 
assigned and work on a canal network is initiated. This action is initiated either by a chief god or the mortal king 
acting on the authority of the gods: the agent of the action is obscured by the preceding lacuna. In UET 6/1: 61+, 
the antediluvian cities are given to their hosting deities, and then the chief deities assign the kingship, described as 
the nam ‐s ipad k i l ib 3 uĝ 3 šar 2-ra  “the shepherdship of the entirety of the myriad of people,” to a single man 
lying among the “vast and many people,” and name him. In doing so, this seems to constitute the completion of 
the gods’ performance of the kab duga, which occurs in a temporal construction that may have been intended 
to summarize the activities in the preceding passage. Thus, it is possible that the plot sequences between the two 
are similar and articulated in a different order with a disparity in the expression of the assumption of divine and 
mortal initiative, but it is also possible that the two recensions intentionally place the establishment of mortal king-
ship and the resulting mortal initiative at a fundamentally different point of the plot.

The new content demonstrates that at least this version from OB Ur makes explicit mention of the installation 
of Alulim, the first king.4 This passage bears some noticeable similarities to the opening section of the Dynastic 
Chronicle, known only from Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian exemplars, where the installation of the first king 
is described in the span of a few lines (Finkel 1980: 65–66; Glassner 2005: 128).

It is all but certain that the same Alulim known from the antediluvian section of the SKL and elsewhere as the 
first king occurs here. The known Old Babylonian orthographies are A2-lu-lim, which occurs in the SKL prism 
source W-B 444, and, more frequently, as supplied by several recently published texts, A/E 4- lu- l im.5 The former 
spelling was interpreted as “horn (of) the red deer”6 by Jacobsen (1939: 70–71 n. 6), while the latter meaning seems 
to be “seed (of) the red deer.” As was pointed out to me by an anonymous reviewer, a close parallel may be reflected 
in the name of the Sealand king A-dara 3-(ga lam-ma). This construction finds a parallel, for example, in the 
convention a + faunal to denote crossbreeding among domestic and wild variants that was utilized at Ur III Dre-
hem (see Steinkeller 1989: 4–5; 1995: 54), and also arises in the context of insult, as in opening line of the diatribe 
Good Seed of a Dog 1 (Sjöberg 1972: 107, 110), where the phrase a  dug 3-ga  ur-ra  occurs.

However, the exact reading of the signs in this manuscript is somewhat elusive. The name is written twice, with 
the first sign seemingly reflecting the A sign written over another rectangular sign whose identity is not entirely 
certain.7 Apparently the scribe returned to the two instances after writing the rejected spelling twice and corrected 
them. The second sign is a somewhat atypical GIR3, as the “ear” portion of the sign is formed with four obliques 
corresponding to the points of a square, but the reading is verified by the use of the same sign to write the divine 

4. I speculated previously (Peterson 2008: 257–58) that the fragment N 3514, which lists antediluvian reign lengths and contains fragments 
of prose that indicates it is not a simple king list, may have belonged to the gap in between CBS 10673+ oii and oiii, but this is not verifiable at 
present, and other possibilities cannot be excluded. It does stand to reason, however, that the dynastic sequence would have been mentioned at 
some point in the Sumerian Flood Story, since the plot spans from the first antediluvian king to the last.

5. For the variant spelling A‐lu‐ l im, see the antediluvian king lists recently published by George, MS 2855 (2011: no. 96) o1 and Karpeles 
Manuscript Library o2 (2011: no. 97), and the SKL manuscript MS 3175 oi3 (George 2011: no. 98). The Akkadianized version of the name is 
rendered A-lu-lu in the Poem of Early Rulers (Alster 2005: 301, preserved only in the Emar version) and the late MA or early NA fragment VAT 
9981 b4’ (Frahm 2009: 140), and mA-lu-[…] in l. 4 of the Neo-Assyrian scholar Ašarēdu’s letter to the Assyrian king (Parpola 1993: 120; Frahm 
2009: 141; George and Taniguchi 2013: 136). The name is rendered A-a- lu  in the Uruk List of Kings and Sages (see van Dijk 1962: 44–45; Lenzi 
2008: 140), thus reflecting a reinterpretation as the partially homophonous faunal term ayyalu “stag, deer,” and Aloros in Berossus via Apol-
lodoros, Eusebius and Syncellus (Verbrugghe and Wickersham 2000: 47).

6. The translation “red deer” follows Steinkeller 1995: 50.
7. The A 2 sign is a logical and inviting possibility (suggestion courtesy Enrique Jiménez) and seems particularly possible for r12’, but not 

certain.
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name Sumuqan (as a nonnotated rendering of the ANŠE sign) and ĝ ir i 3 “foot” in r13’. It must be noted here that 
the use of GIR3 without further notation to render the lexeme /lu l im/, which is predominantly rendered via the 
syllabic spelling lu- l im in the Old Babylonian period,8 does not have strong precedent, although graphic abbre-
viation is known for other animal head signs such as ANŠE, ALIM, AZ, and UG.9 Readings such as A-a l im “seed 
of the bison” and A-anše  “seed of the donkey/equine” are therefore difficult to decisively exclude with this spell-
ing, especially the former, given the high degree of phonetic resemblance with Alulim. Although I will tentatively 
read A-lu l im x throughout the article, I see no way to decisively decide between the phonetically similar readings 
A-lu l im x and A-a l im x.  

The structure of the passage suggests that the occurrence of A-lu l im x in r9’ before it is disclosed as the king’s 
name is to be understood literally, possibly as an etiology or (completely obscure) functionary. Perhaps this is an 
instance where the etiology and personal name are one and the same. The aforementioned possible literally mean-
ing “seed (of) the red deer” could be a reference to the prehistoric origins of Alulim, when people were understood 
to behave more like animals. Humans of the prehistoric era are described as such most explicitly in the potentially 
related contexts of Sheep and Grain 24 and How Grain Came to Sumer 1. In both of these contexts, the faunal ref-
erent is the sheep. As noted by George (2003: 450), this prehistoric existence may be related to the origin story of 
Enkidu living among the wild herds in the Gilgamesh Epic.  

Some of the newly restored content pertaining to the prehistoric absence of certain fundamental conditions of 
the human and natural worlds is also further reminiscent of passages from the text referred to as Rulers of Lagaš 
or the Royal Chronicle of Lagaš (BM 23103: edited by Sollberger 1967; see also Glassner 2005: 146–49), where the 
state of humanity in the immediate aftermath of the flood is described. Given the content shared with the “Spell of 
Nudimmud” of Enmerkar and the Lord of Aratta 136–140.10 and Sheep and Grain 19 (Alster and Vanstiphout 1987: 
15) one might suspect the reliance on a common tradition of these prehistoric phenomena.11

This new reconstruction demonstrates that the Flood Story contained an etiology of the origins of institution 
of kingship that revolved around the concept of the king chosen by the gods from among the people living as 
animals to be the shepherd of his people. Thus, the act of naming the first king and nominating him to shepherd 
the people constituted the inception of a fully developed human civilization to be held entirely distinct from the 
animal world. It stands to reason that a key nuance of the epithet as applied to historic Mesopotamian kings was to 
hearken back to this original liminal event, where the herding skills of the shepherd were more literally required to 
control humanity.12 There is some decree of confirmation of this interplay between the first and the current king in 
the sources for the introductory passage of the debate poem Bird and Fish, line 11, where a less explicit description 
of the appointment of the first king as shepherd by Enki is described (Peterson 2009; Mittermayer 2014: 203, 207, 

8. See Mittermayer 2005: 128 (note the absence of cited OB forms). The animal head form of lu l im was certainly known in the Old Baby-
lonian period, as it occurs in Proto-Ea 569 (MSL 14: 54), but not typically used according to extant evidence. A few contextual examples are 
known, such as the [G]IR3

?-lu x
?(LAGAB×U.A?)- l im of the unprovenienced antediluvian king list W-B 62 = Ashm 1923, 268 (see Jacobsen 

1939: 70 n. 6) and the non‐standard animal list CBS 10181+ oi’4’/ii’4’ (BE 20/1, 38, CDLI P230163). 
9. Mittermayer 2005: 127 and 2006: signs 291a and 295 lists several instances of a l im rendered without additional sign inscription. Ex-

amples from contemporary Ur are relatively common and include UET 6/1: 72 r8’ (according to the UET 6 copy), UET 6/1: 105 o11, UET 6/2: 
133 o4(?), UET 6/3: 609 o12’(?), UET 6/3: 657 ri5’(?). Examples with the IGI complement on the bottom left corner of the sign are less common 
within the corpus and include UET 6/1: 100 o5 and UET 6/3: 623 oii11’.

10. For the much-discussed and debated so-called “Spell of Nudimmud” passage, see, most recently, Mittermayer 2009: 57–62, 242–45; 
Woods 2009: 205–6; Keetman 2010: 16–25; Chen 2013: 109; Peterson 2016: 21–22; Crisostomo 2017: 56–57. Michalowski (1991: 134) discusses 
this context within the framework of a thought-provoking article about the prevalence of negated description in Sumerian literature.

11. For a discussion of some of the characteristics of human prehistory as preserved in these contexts and their implications, see Woods 
2009: 205–6. A reflex of this prehistory is still evident in Berossus, where Oannes (Adapa) encounters people who lived without order and dis-
cipline like animals (Foster 1974: 347 n. 11; Verbrugghe and Wickersham 2000: 44). Note as well that the “negation as description” convention 
is also employed in a description of the dawn of divine existence in the Ur III Nippur literary text 6N-T 650 = NBC 11108: see Rubio 2013: 608. 

12. Other theories about the origin of the image of the Mesopotamian king as shepherd are worthy of consideration and hardly disproven 
by the presence of an etiology, which are often post facto in their nature.
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Michalowski in press). In the source from Babylon, rather than referring to the first king, Shulgi is named instead, 
thus serving as a proxy for the first king. Other theories about the origin of the image of the Mesopotamian king 
as shepherd are worthy of consideration and hardly disproven by the presence of an etiology, which is often post 
facto in nature, especially given the fact that evidence of the Alulim etiology is only available from the Old Baby-
lonian period and the tradition of the king as shepherd is well known from the Sargonic and Ur III dynasties. For 
example, Woods (2012: 89; see also Steinkeller 2017: 145) sees the shepherd king as an echo of his identification 
with the shepherd god Dumuzi.

No more details about Alulim are preserved in the extant Sumerian literary corpus aside from brief mention 
in the various incarnations of the antediluvian king list and the Poem of Early Rulers. However, as was pointed out 
to me by Enrique Jiménez, intriguing details about the character of Alulim are preserved in later tradition, where 
he is associated with Adapa as his vizier.13 Particularly curious to the current context is his appearance in a Neo-
Babylonian incantation against field pests (A 33250 = 1N-T 25, edited by George and Taniguchi 2010: 136–37), 
where he is said to have created insects and therefore possessed the ability to get rid of them. Is it possible that this 
attribution grew out of Alulim’s involvement with the transition between prehistoric time, when humans behaved 
more like animals, to the advent of civilization, thus representing a more direct connection between humans and 
animals, and the act of divine creation of the niĝ 2-g i l im-ma/niĝ 2-k i  with a meaning “vermin” in the Flood 
Story somehow became associated with the first king as well?

The version of the Sumerian Flood Story reflected by UET 6/1: 61+ also may advance different antediluvian cit-
ies than CBS 10673+, possibly in a different sequence. These, however, cannot be fully recovered with complete 
confidence, and the matter must remain open. The first antediluvian city mentioned is given to Asalluhi, making 
the restoration of Ku’ara, which is listed as the first antediluvian dynasty with the two kings otherwise attributed 
to Eridu in the king list W-B 62 (OECT 2: 4),14 an inviting possibility. It is also possible that Eridu is to be restored 
for this first city, with Asalluhi possibly serving as a proxy for his father Enki, who is featured as a chief god in the 
accompanying passage and could have been understood as otherwise occupied in the narrative. This tension may 
be also seen to a lesser extent in CBS 10673+, where Eridu is given to Enki under his variant name Nudimmud. If 
the latter possibility is correct, then the list of antediluvian cities may be identical to the one given in CBS 10673+. 
The interpretation of the second city and the deity it is to be given to, of which only […]-ki has been recovered, is 
ambiguous. The divine name Enki and with it the likely restoration of Eridu is a possibility, particularly given the 
position of the other divine names at the end of the tablet prior to the indent. However, no morpheme is attached 
to the entity, which leaves open the possibility that it reflects a city name, possibly Bad-tibira in keeping with the 
predominant order of antediluvian cities. It should be noted that divergence from the predominant antediluvian 
dynastic sequence may be in evidence elsewhere at Old Babylonian Ur in the fragmentary SKL manuscript UET 
6/3: 504 oi3’–4’, which places Larak before Bad-tibira,15 perhaps reflecting a divergent tradition at Ur as opposed 
to an isolated error. The fourth city and deity in the litany of UET 6/1: 61+, which is completely missing from the 
currently reconstructed manuscript, also cannot be restored with certainty between the most obvious candidates 
of Bad-tibira and Zimbir. Provisionally, I understand the sequence Eridu (or Ku’ara), Bad-tibira, Larak, Zimbir, 
and Šuruppak to occur in UET 6/1: 61+.

13. For Alulim in later tradition, see Foster 1974: 346–47; Frahm 2009: 141; George and Tagamuchi 2010: 136–37; Steinkeller 2017: 58.
14. This list gives the dynastic sequence of Ku’ara, Larsa, Bad-tibira, Larak, Zimbir, and Šuruppak. Although often understood to represent 

the oldest attested version of the antediluvian king list, the addition of Larsa in this list is frequently understood as a secondary pro-Larsa inser-
tion: see, for example, Finkelstein 1963: 50; Hallo 2010: 554; Kvanvig 2011: 95; Steinkeller 2017: 58.

15. See the catalog of Shaffer/Ludwig in UET 6/3, p. 14. This order is also reflected in Ni 3195 (Kraus 1952: 31; Finkelstein 1963: 46). I am 
grateful to Piotr Michalowski for pointing out the Middle Babylonian date of this manuscript, thus providing another chronological point in 
the perpetuation of the antediluvian king list, as will be discussed in Michalowski in press.
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Here an important distinction between the sequence of cities in the Flood Story and the dynastic sequence in 
the various antediluvian king lists and their adaptation to SKL and other narrative texts16 should be made. Because 
CBS 10673+ lists the antediluvian cities in the order in which they appear in SKL, it is natural to assume that this 
reflected the chronological order of the antediluvian dynasties. However, the context of the Sumerian Flood Story 
in and of itself does not necessitate that meaning and would seem to at least technically exclude it, since in UET 
6/1: 61+ this gifting of cities occurs before the nomination of the first king.17 The immediate background of the 
passage in the Sumerian Flood Story is the listing of antediluvian cities given to a patron deity without the involve-
ment of a mortal ruler, cities among which Eridu emerged as the foremost.

Sigla:

A = UET 6/1: 61+6/3, 503+6/3, 691(+)6/3, 701
B = CBS 10673+10867
ELA = Enmerkar and the Lord of Aratta (Mittermayer 2009)
RL = Rulers of Lagaš (Sollberger 1967)
SG = Sheep and Grain (Alster and Vanstiphout 1987)

1’. A o1)       nam‐lu2‐lux(IRI) mu?‐da‐ab‐dim2‐dim2‐eš 
B oi12’)18  saĝ-gig2-ga           mu-un-dim2-eš-a-ba

2’. A o2)     [niĝ2-k]i?   gu3? teš2‐a ki‐ta lu‐lu‐a‐ba
B oi13’)    niĝ2-gilim ki-ta          ki-ta mu-lu-lu

3’. A o3)     maš2‐anše niĝ2‐ur2‐limmu2 [eden‐na] me‐te‐aš bi2‐ib2‐ĝal2‐eš
B oi14’)   maš2‐anše niĝ2‐ur2‐limmu2   eden‐na   me‐te‐aš bi2‐ib2‐ĝal2

4’. A o4)   an‐eden‐na? [u2-ši]m kiri3‐zal‐la daĝal‐bi ba‐ni!‐ib2‐[…]

5’. A o5)   u4‐ba id2 nu‐dun‐d[un …] x x x x […] x
RL 22)                        id2 nu-un-dun-[…]
RL 108)                       id2 nu-un-dun gidupsik [nu-un-il2]

6’. A o6)     eg2 pa5-re! […] x 
RL 23)   eg2 pa5-re šu-luh nu-ak-[…]

7’. A o7)   gud APIN x x na[m …] 

8’. A o8)   kur‐kur‐re u[s2] dil-A.[AN? … dab5 … ]

9’. A o9)     nam‐lu2‐lux(IRI) igi‐bi […]
RL 26)   nam-lu2-lu7          igi-bi  im šeĝ3-šeĝ3 […]

10’. A o10)     dŠakkan bar‐rim4‐m[a?…]
SG 19)   dŠakkan bar‐rim4‐ma la-ba-ra-e3

11’. A o11)  tug2(-)saĝ(-)šu tuku5 x […]

16. For an overview of the textual manifestations of the antediluvian king list, see Glassner 2005: 57–58; George 2011: 198; Kvanvig 2011: 
90–92; Chen 2013: 182–83.

17. The contextual disparities between the antediluvian king list and the Flood Story regarding the antediluvian cities has been noted and 
discussed by Chen 2013: 152.

18. Here I follow Poebel’s copy in PBS 5: 1; since then a chip has fallen off from the tablet.
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12’. A o12)  nam‐lu2‐lux(IRI) […]

13’. A o13)   u4‐ba muš nu-[ĝal2‐la-(am3) ĝir2 nu-ĝal2-la?]
ELA 136)   u4-ba muš nu-ĝal2‐la-(am3)  ĝir2 nu-ĝal2-la-(am3)

14’. A o14)  ur‐mah nu‐ĝal2‐[la-(am3) kiri3
?     nu-ĝal2‐la?]

ELA 137) kiri3       nu-ĝal2‐la-(am3) ur-mah nu-ĝal2‐la-(am3)

15’. A o15)  ur‐gir15 ur‐[bar‐ra nu‐ĝal2‐la?]
ELA 138) ur‐gir15 ur‐bar‐ra  nu‐ĝal2‐la-am3

16’. A o16)  nam‐lu2-lux(IRI) [gaba šu ĝar nu ĝal2-l]a?19

ELA 140) lu2-lu7                     gaba-šu-ĝar nu-(um)-tuku (var. ĝal2)

17’. A o17)  ni2 teĝ3‐ĝa2 s[u? zi-zi nu-ĝal2]-la?

ELA 139) ni2-teĝ3-ĝa2  su   zi-zi nu-ĝal2-la-(am3)

18’. A o18)  lu2 ki?-[…]-e

19’. A o19)  lugal x […]-TU

20’. A o20)  x […]-NE

21’. A o21)  […]-ĜAR

22’. A o22)  […]-la

23’. A o23) […]-tuku

24’. A o24) […] x /[…] x

(gap of uncertain length)

1’’. A r1’)  [dišx(U)-kam-ma-še3
? … dAsa]l-lu2-hi-še3 /[mu-na-ni-ib -šu]m2-mu

B oii11’)  MURUB4 iri-bi-e-ne Eridugki maš2-saĝ dNu-dim2-mud mi-ni-in-šum2

2’’. A r2’)  [min3-kam-ma-še3
 …]-ki /[mu-na-ni-ib-šu]m2-mu

B oii12’)  min-kam-ma nu-gig-ra Bad3-tibiraki mi-ni-in-šum2

3’’.A r3’)     eš‐kam‐ma‐[še3 La-ra-akki dPa-bil2]-saĝ-ĝa2-ra /[mu-na-ni-ib]-šum2-mu
B oii13’)  eš5-kam-ma-še3 La-ra-ak dPa-bil2-<<hur>>-saĝ mi-ni-in-šum2

4’’. A r 4’)    limmu3‐kam‐ma‐še3 [… mu]-na-ni-ib-šum2-mu-ne
B oii14’)  limmu5-kam-ma       Zimbirki sul dUtu mi-ni-in-šum2

5’’. A r5’)      iax(NINNU)‐kam‐ma‐še3 S[U.KUR.RU … mu-na-ni]-ib-šum2-mu
B oii15’?)  ia2-kam-ma                          Šuruppakki dSud3

<<ki>>
 -ra mi-ni-in-šum2

6’’. A r6’)     iriki‐bi‐ne […] x a2-dam-bi /[…]-a
B oii16’?)  iriki-bi-e-ne mu-bi ba-an-še21(-)a kab dug4-ga ba-hal-hal-la  

7’’. A r7’)  An dEn-lil2 [
dEn-ki? dNin-hur-s]aĝ-ĝa2-ke4

8’’. A r8’)  šag4
!? iri‐bi‐ne Eriduki [… s]aĝ?-bi-še3 / […]-x-ĝar-eš

19. The placement of UET 6/3: 701 obverse, which furnishes the final sign of several lines is notably speculative here in the absence of a 
secure join for this fragment.
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9’’. A r9’)  lu2‐lux(IRI) uĝ3 daĝ[al š]ar2‐ra ba-n[u2
?…]-da-ab-ak-eš 

           gloss: i-wi-ru-u2
?

10’’. A r10’)  An dEn‐lil2 
dEn‐ki a‐a diĝir-[re]-e-ne

11’’. A r11’)  nam‐sipad kilib3
? uĝ3 šar2‐ra‐ba a‐lulimx

?(GIR3) […]-an-pad3-de3-[…]

12’’. A r12’)  a‐lulimx(GIR3) m[u]‐bi ba‐ab‐še21‐eš 
         gloss?: x-x-[…]

13’’. A r13’)  HUR kab2 dug4‐ga a2 aĝ2‐e mu‐un‐sug2‐eš‐a-[ba?]

14’’. A r14’)  nam‐lu2‐[l]ux(IRI) niĝ2 a‐na mu še21‐a‐ba ĝiri3‐ni dab5‐be2‐[…]

15’’. A r15’)  šer7‐[da? še?]-bi‐da šu‐na ba‐da‐an‐ĝar‐re‐[…]

16’’. A r16’)  […] x e‐ne‐ra mu‐na‐ab‐šu[m2-…]

17’’. A r17’)  […] x mu‐[…]

18’’. A r18’)  x […] x […] x mu‐na‐ab-x […]

double ruling

Akkadian subscript: uš‐x x x‐mu‐u2

1’. They (the chief deities) created humanity
2’. After the [animals/vermin?] were proliferating below/from the earth in unison
3’. They made livestock and quadrupeds as fitting things in the steppe
4’. In the high steppe … joyous plants broadly
5’. At that time, the canal was not dug …
6’. The dike and ditch [were not dredged(?) …]
7’. The ox … the plow/farmer/furrow(?) …
8’. The lands … a single track …
9’. Humanity … their eyes/faces … [rain?]
10’. Šakkan/Sumuqan [did not go out(?)] in the desert …
11’. Weaving the cap/headcloth(?) …
12’. Humanity …
13’. At that time, the snake was not present, [the scorpion was not present …]
14’. The lion was not present, [the hyena was not present …]
15’. The dog and wolf were not present …
16’. Humanity [had no opponent …]
17’. Fear and [gooseflesh(?) were not present …]
18’. …
19’. The king …
20’. …

1’’. First, … were giving [Eridu or Ku’ara?] to Asalluhi,
2’’. Second … were giving [Bad-tibira to the nugig  midwife?], 
3’’. Third … were giving [Larak] to Pabilsaĝ,
4’’. Fourth … were giving [Sippar to Utu?],
5’’. Fifth  … were giving Š[uruppak?] to [Sud?].
6’’) Those cities … their settlements …
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7’’. An, Enlil, [Enki?] and Ninhursaĝ
8’’. Among(?) those cities, Eridu … they established at the front/as the leader(?)
9’’. They led(?) a man who was lying(?) among its vast and many people …
10’’. An, Enlil, and Enki, the father(s) of the gods(?)
11’’. They chose Alulim/the “seed of the red deer” for the shepherdship of the entirety of the many people 
12’’. They named him(!) Alulim/named the “seed of the red deer” …
13’’. After they served according to the command to check thusly/forever after(?)
14’’. [So that?] humanity, whoever possessed a name, were grasping his feet (in submission)/following his path(?) 
15’’. They put both (capital) offense and sin(?) in his hand
16’’. … was giving … to him
17’’. …
18’’. …
(Akkadian subscript) …

Commentary

1’) Here and elsewhere on the tablet, with the exception of r1’, r9’, and possibly r14’, the LU 2 sign has a vertical 
in the latter half of the sign, which is rather aberrational for the LU 2 sign. The sign looks like it is derived from the 
NUN sign with a slanted horizontal. 

In the OB literary texts from Ur, the IRI sign is frequently used to render ULU 3, which differ only by the use of 
one internal vertical versus two verticals, respectively.  

2’) In the Ur version the concluding temporal construction -a-ba, to be analyzed as the nominalizing mor-
pheme /a/ + the nonhuman singular 3rd person possessive suffix -bi + locative /a/. Here it is applied to a nonfinite 
form in contrast to the application to the finite verb in the previous line in the Nippur source. This suggests that the 
creation of the animals noted by the broad categories niĝ 2-g i l im-ma, a somewhat elusive higher order faunal 
designation that also occurs in conjunction with the aftermath of the great flood in the Sumerian version of the 
Adapa myth, line 5 (Cavigneaux 2014: 17),20 maš 2-anše, and niĝ 2-ur 2- l immu are understood as complemen-
tary events. 

There is definitely not enough space for a restoration niĝ 2-g i l im-(ma)in the Ur source. If a close corrobo-
ration between these two lines obtained, the similar term niĝ 2-k i  (for the ambiguous correspondence between 
these two faunal designations, see Cavigneaux 1993: 98–99) is a promising candidate for restoration. As George 
and Taniguchi note, the designation niĝ 2-k i  has both the broad meaning of “animal” and the narrower meaning 
of “vermin” (George and Taniguchi 2010: 135). Here the exact meaning is ambiguous, owing to the elasticity of the 
faunal designations: the broad definition of “animal” could suggest itself if the larger animals denoted by niĝ 2-
ur 2- l immu and maš 2-anše  were understood to be superior amongst the other animals, while the narrower 
meaning of “vermin” could suggest itself if the niĝ 2-ur 2- l immu and maš 2-anše  were held to be superior to the 
vermin.

The construction gu 3 teš 2-a , which usually occurs with the verb s ig 10, “to place, put,” primarily connotes uni-
son, generally in conjunction with humans. Here it seems to describe the simultaneous flourishing of all animals. 
Perhaps the curious reduplicated k i- ta  in CBS 10673+ arose from its partial phonetic similarity to gu 3 teš 2-a . 
The phrase k i- ta , “below” or “from the earth” occurs here without its natural counterpart, an-ta  “above” or 
“from the sky” and the expected mušen,  “bird,” as in the an-ta  mušen-e  k i- ta  niĝ 2-k i  of the MB extract CBS 

20. This term is discussed by Civil 1969: 169 and Cavigneaux 1993: 98–101. See also Peterson 2007: 55–56 n. 144, among a discussion of 
faunal terms that utilize the derivational morpheme niĝ 2-.
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1422 o6 (Michalowski 1981: 388). This omission of birds in this context probably has nothing to do with the non-
existence of birds, but rather that as inhabitants of the sky, a flood would not threaten them, a status that is drawn 
upon by Ziusudra later in the plot (assuming a correspondence with SB Gilgameš tablet 11) when he uses birds to 
ascertain the presence of dry land.

3’) Together the higher order faunal designations maš 2-anše  and niĝ 2-ur 2- l immu seem to denote domestic 
livestock and wild animals, respectively, with the latter category potentially being the more taxonomically inclu-
sive. Note that the same juxtaposition of higher-order faunal designations occurs in the postdiluvian context of the 
Sumerian Adapa Myth 14 (Cavigneaux 2014: 17). The progression from the nonfinite clause in the previous line to 
the main verb mete.eše  .  .  .  .  ĝa l  may be understood as the advancement of these animal categories as the rarer 
and superior beings.

4’) The restoration u 2-š im, “greenery” or the merism “plants and aromatics,” is confirmed by the traces of the 
end of the ŠIM sign: the form of this sign with a single internal Winkelhaken in the second half of the sign and 
two final verticals (see the variants assembled by Mittermayer ABZ sign no. 83) is well known at OB Ur (see, for 
example, UET 6/1: 33 r10, UET 6/1:105 o5, UET 6/1: 119 oi3, UET 6/1: 120 o3).  

This line is particularly evocative of the Sumerian Adapa Myth 16 (Cavigneaux 2014: 17): an-eden-na u 2-
š im-bi  g ir i 17-za l  gu 2/3 im-da-ĝar-re-[eš] “In the high steppe, the greenery gathered together joyously.” For 
k ir i 3/g ir i 17-za l-( la) , see Jaques 2006: 259–63. This word also qualifies u 2-š im in Enki and the World Order 351, 
the širgida composition Ninurta B 10 (Wagensonner 2005: 100), and the Shulgi composition BE 31/3 ri3’, as well 
as u 2 “plants” in Šumunda Grass (BM 120001) r12’ (Wagensonner 2009: 364). Its application to more abstract con-
cepts involving abundance such as nam-he 2 and he 2-ĝa l 2 could obviously have involved floral entities as well.

5’) I am not able to make decisive sense of the traces of the top of the signs that conclude this line.
5’, 13’) For a recent in-depth investigation of the simultaneous and sequential discourse markers u 4-ba  and 

u 4-bi-a , see Crisostomo 2017. This context conforms to Crisostomo’s contention that u 4-ba  was used to describe 
simultaneously occurring events, as it clearly establishes the nonexistence (or highly primitive state) of irrigation 
and agriculture as well as the nonexistence of predation and poisonous animals as conditions as contemporaneous 
background to the early existence of humans and (nonpredatory) animals.

7’) Following the collation of Ludwig (2009: 74), the two concluding diagonals of the GUD sign are present, 
suggesting this reading instead of ĜIŠ, which would yield ĝešapin, “plow.” If I am reading this sign correctly, the 
context suggests that that the ox was not yet utilized by the farmer and/or harnessed to the plow. Compare the 
aversion to/exemption from the plow that is attributed to the wild counterpart of gud am, “wild bull,” in Proverb 
Collection 3.14, 5.3, and 5.6. The reading of the APIN s ign could also possibly be the rarely attested value APIN 
= absin 3, which is used elsewhere at OB Ur (UET 6/2: 172 ii8’–10’, ii18’-22’, iii4; UET 6/3: 584 o6’; for the latter 
occurrence, see the remarks of Attinger 2008: 131). 

The NAM sign that precedes the break is unlikely to involve negation, as the negative deontic na-21 would be 
aberrant for the passage. Most likely, it reflects the so-called “abstracting prefix” nam-, although I can offer no 
likely restoration. 

8’) I owe the reading and interpretation of this line to Piotr Michalowski. The verb dab 5 generally occurs with 
(du 10)-us 2 di l i  “single track” in other attestations, such as Lamentation over Sumer and Ur 101 and Ur-Nammu 
C 34. The pervasive overall theme of negative description in this passage would seem to necessitate a negated verb: 
the foreign lands did not yet take to a single track, that is, the foreign lands were not yet under the authority of the 
king of the southern alluvial plain. Or perhaps here the emphasis is instead on the literal meaning of the passage, 
focusing on the lack of travel and trade between countries as opposed to the lack of a central authority.

21. For this modal particle, see Civil 2000: 35.
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9’) The line may reflect Rulers of Lagaš 26, understood by Sollberger (1967: 283) as describing humanity’s reli-
ance on rainfall in the absence of irrigation: nam-lu 2- lu 7 ig i-bi  im šeĝ 3-šeĝ 3 […], “humanity … their eyes/
faces … falling rain,” although Sollberger’s reading and restoration of the latter part of the line is not certain.

11’) Drawing an analogy to Sheep and Grain 22, where humanity’s ignorance of wearing clothes is described, 
and restoring accordingly, Jacobsen (1981: 517 n. 7) reads and translates the preserved portion of this line as tug 2 
saĝ  šu  tag  “arraying themselves (mankind) in prime cloth.” The analogy is not particularly compelling, since the 
compound verb šu … tag ,  “to touch, choose, decorate, adorn” does not generally occur with articles of clothing. 
The occurrence of tug 2 and TAG in this broken line is more suggestive of a value tuku 5, “to beat, weave.” For 
the current context one might loosely compare Ninĝešzida’s Journey to the Netherworld 33 (Alster and Jacobsen 
2000: 322), where the following description of the netherworld’s nonproductivity is made in conjunction with 
Ninĝešzida’s attempt to discourage his sister from sailing with him to the netherworld: udu kur-ra  s ik i  nu-de 2 
tug 2 nu-mu-un-na-ab-tuku 5-tuku 5,  “The sheep of the netherworld does not carry(?) wool, a garment is not 
woven (utilizing it), why would you sail (with me)?” 

It is possible that tug 2-saĝ-šu reflects an alternate rendering of the word often understood as /saĝšu/ (Ak-
kadian kubšu(m)) according to Sb vocabulary I 251 (MSL 3: 117), but which is given the vocalizations saĝ-du-ul , 
saĝ-tu, and saĝ-tu-uš  in Proto-Ea 302,22 “(male, royal?) turban, head cloth, cap,” which is more typically spelled 
tug2U.SAG. The rendering saĝ-šu would be exceptional to my knowledge, but it is known as a pronunciation gloss 
in the later lexical tradition of Sb vocabulary I 251 (MSL 3: 117) and would resemble the possible instance saĝ-šu 2 
in Ugumu 50 (see Couto Ferreira 2009: 94). The verb tuku 5 does occur with headdresses (tug 2 saĝ  uš-bar) in 
Ur III administrative contexts, including UET 3: 1583 o1–3; 1593 o1–2; 1595 o1–2; 1640 o1; 1643 o1–3; 1644 o1 
and o7–r2; 1655 o1; and UET 9: 188 o1 (I thank Manuel Molina for these references and his input).

13’–17’) Following previous scholars who have been cited above, this passage has been restored according to the 
very similar Enmerkar and the Lord of Aratta 136–139, accounting for slight differences in order.

18’) A large number of possible restorations arise from the combinations lu 2 k i-[…] or lu 2 DI  […] , the latter 
with the potential values s i l im, sa 2, and di . None can be advanced with any degree of certainty.

19’) Jacobsen plausibly understood the instance of luga l ,  “king,” to begin the line to involve a statement of 
nonexistence as part of the prehistory of humanity, which the recovered content further supports. The meager 
traces of the second sign do not support the reading of the simple negative prefix nu-.

1’’–3’’) In CBS 10673+, the terminative/allative -eše  is disclosed after only the second entry in the ordinal nu-
merical sequence. The intended application to the entire list is further confirmed by the explicit disclosure in the 
Ur version. Curiously, the preserved instances of the deities that are the indirect object of the verb šum 2 in UET 
6/1: 61+ diverge between the terminative/allative -eše, the dative -ra ,  and (possibly) 0.

4’’) Uniquely in the sequence, the verb is explicitly marked as plural here, which, if assumed to obtain for all the 
verbs, could implicate the chief gods as the agent of the action.

8’’) The reading of the first sign, presumably added on the left side as an afterthought, was made by Ludwig 
(2009: 74). Perhaps šag 4 here is reflected by the MURUB4  of CBS 10673+ oii11’, possibly to be read murub 4 

“middle,” instead of the generally favored reading nesaĝ (some overlap between MURUB4 (UDgunû) and NESAG 
is observed already in the Old Babylonian period; see Mittermayer [2006: signs 207a and 207b]), which therefore 
could reflect a combination and condensation of this line with the line beginning the litany of cities in CBS 10673+.

9’’) The image of lying among the many people in this line is evocative of the numerous contexts in Sumerian 
literature and royal inscriptions describing the people, often situated in the meadowland (u 2-sa l- la), being herd-

22. The vocalizations saĝ-du-ul  and saĝ-tu are partially evocative of the potentially related expression saĝ-TUG2 … dul  in Ur Lament 
219 (note especially the variant spellings U.KA and saĝ-TUG2 across sources), Temple Hymns 205 (see Attinger 2014: 19 n. 203). Note also the 
action saĝ-a  … tug 2 … dul  performed by Enlil, perhaps as an expression of aloofness from or aversion to the suffering of his people, in the 
balaĝ tradition (see Gabbay 2017: 285 n. 30). Attinger’s Lexique Sumerien-Francais (n.d.) distinguishes between a saĝ-dul15/U.KA, “heaume” 
(as in Lugalbanda and Anzu 150) and a tu9SAĜŠU, “coiffe (royale).” For the latter, see also Mittermayer 2009: 310.
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ed by the king. The implication, touched upon above, is that prior arising to the kingship, Alulim was no different 
than his subjects, that is, like a sheep himself, as humans are described in the potentially related contexts of Sheep 
and Grain 24 and How Grain Came to Sumer 1.  

For additional nuances of combination of the conjugation prefix ba-  and the verb nu 2, see Woods (2008: 226, 
228), who includes it in a group along with tuš  “to sit” and gub “to stand” that he refers to “change in body posture 
events.” 

I owe the reading and interpretation of the gloss that ends the line to Enrique Jiménez. The corresponding Su-
merian auxiliary construction that occurred in the break is uncertain.

10’’) The title a-a  diĝ ir-re-e-ne, “father of the gods,” is typically reserved for the chief gods An and Enlil 
and may be applied to Enki in Lugalbanda Hurrim 394. Here the intended referent of the epithet may be all three 
deities, and an implicit plural of the de facto genitival phrase may be suspected. 

11’’–12’’) Note that Alulim is grammatically marked as nonhuman (the same is true of namlulu “humanity” in 
line 1), perhaps inconsistently if the independent personal pronoun e-ne was intended to apply to him in line r14’. 
The construction … mu+adverb … še 21 can accommodate either the actual name (i.e., “called ‘…’ as its name”) 
or the entity receiving the name (“called … according to its name”). This leaves open the possibility that Alulim 
was not a personal name, but rather an entity to which the first king belonged to or otherwise describes him. This 
possibility is further suggested by the fact that Alulim occurs here immediately prior to its occurrence in the … 
mu-bi  … še 21 construction, presumably as something other than a personal  name.

The shepherdship and the expression of totality k i l ib 3 in application to the human population are also men-
tioned in conjunction with the first king in the Babylonian Royal Chronicle 4–6 (Finkel 1980: 66; Glassner 2005: 
128). The specific image of choosing a king from among the many people to be their shepherd is mirrored in the 
royal imagery of historical kings, such as in Ur-Ninurta A 10: dUr-Nin-ur ta  nam-sipad z i-ĝa l 2- la-še 3 uĝ 3 

šar 2-ra  mi-ni- in-pad 3, “She (Inana) chose Ur-Ninurta among the multitudinous people to be the shepherd of 
the living” (for earlier examples, see, e.g., Gudea Cyl. A iii 6–11; Gudea St. B iii 9; Šulgi D 60; Išbi-Erra G 10’–11’).

12’’) Given the amount of space remaining in the line after the finite verb, a gloss of the verb most likely oc-
curred here as well, the reading of which I am not certain of.

 13’’) The interpretation of the initial grapheme UR5 is not immediately obvious. As a semantic object of kab 1/2 
… dug 4, none of the potential readings and meanings of UR5 as a noun suggest themselves, and an emendation 
to <ĝeš>-hur  “plan, design,” does not suggest itself either since it does not occur elsewhere to my knowledge with 
kab 1/2 … dug 4. This leaves the reading ur 5 with a function as a discourse marker or pronoun or the reading hur 
as a possible calque of Akkadian ḫurri “ever again, ever after” (for the latter application, see Cavigneaux/al Rawi 
2000: 37 n. 73). 

For the relatively rare phrase kab 1/2 … dug 4, with the apparent basic meaning “to test, check, verify” and its 
occurrence in CBS 10673+, see Attinger 1993: 575; Civil 1994: 160. Elsewhere in the context of the Flood Story, 
the expression may specifically involve control over the riverine and canal networks, as it seems to in CBS 10673+ 
ii16’–18’. Later on (CBS 10673+ iii22’/MS 3026 ri7; CBS 10673+ iv2), the kab duga may be used to encapsulate 
the whole of civilization that the catastrophic flood sweeps over, with a likely contextual meaning of “(that which) 
was checked, tested, etc.”23 Here, however, in a temporal construction that may have been intended to summarize 
the previous passage, the kab duga may be describing activities that included the allocation of the cities and the 
nomination of the first king, that is, the fundamental organization of human civilization. The kab duga seems to 

23. Civil (1994: 160) suggests a different interpretation for ugu kab dug 4-ga  (“beyond all measure”?), which I find less likely than 
understanding ugu in its most typical application of “on, above,” describing the position of the flood relative to what it is sweeping over. The 
occasional translation “capitals” for kab dug 4-ga  in this line (see, recently, Chen 2013: 152, 215) seems to be entirely contextually based.
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connote a more general sense of authority with an at least theoretically administrative basis in some of the contexts 
discussed by Civil, such as the MB literary extract N 4529 o124 and perhaps also Hendursaĝa Hymn 264’.25 

The compound verb a 2 … aĝ 2 (see Karahashi 2000: 72–74) occurs elsewhere with a nonfinite form with the 
approximate meaning “to order someone to do something,” as in Ur Lament 142 and 162 and the Samsu-iluna 
inscription RIME 4.3.7.5 lines 25–27. I assume that a similar construction occurs here with a simple infinitive, 
although the possibility that kab 2 dug 4-ga  and a 2 aĝ 2-ĝa 2 are simply in apposition cannot be excluded. I also 
assume that the combination of the nonfinite form of a 2 … aĝ 2 with sug 2 is analogous to contexts such as Šulgi to 
Aradĝu 1 (CKU 1) 27 (Michalowski 2011: 249–50: here the opposite of the action is rendered with tuš  “to sit”), 
Ninmešara 19, Enlil suraše 9, and the širgida of Sud MS 5102, 13–14, contexts where subordinates carry out the or-
ders of superiors. However, if the plural agent reflects the chief gods, as it would seem to have to, the subordination 
of the agent to another entity as implied by the verb gub/sug 2, frequently understood “to be present and available 
to do something” with the semantic extension “to serve,” is surprising here.26 To whom would the chief gods be 
subordinate to, aside from perhaps some combination of the ancestors of Enlil27? Is the connotation of subordina-
tion somehow absent from the verb or with a reflexive sense in this particular context?

14’’) The same phrase, nam-lu 2-u lu 3 niĝ 2 a‐na mu še 21‐a‐ba, occurs in Death of Gilgameš (Nippur ver-
sion N1 v6 and vi18, see Cavigneaux and al-Rawi 2000: 16–18). Whether or not the phrase here implies that hu-
mans in general received names at the same time as or before the naming and nomination of king Alulim beyond 
the description of entirety encapsulated by the phrase is uncertain but certainly possible. The possibility that the 
naming of humankind occurred in plot the Flood Story is further hinted at by Rulers of Lagaš 6–7: u 4 An-ne 2 
dEn-l i l 2- le  nam-lu 2- lu 7 mu-bi  še 21-a-ta , “when, after An and Enlil called humanity by name,” if it is under-
stood as, according to Sollberger’s plausible interpretation, a potential echo of the SKL, paraphrasing events in the 
Flood Story. 

For the meaning of the expression ĝ ir i 3 … dab 5 in partially analogous contexts as a gesture of submission 
(such as in Ur Lament 419) as opposed to the better attested sense of “take to a path,” see Karahashi (2000: 87–88), 
Samet (2014: 129), Attinger (2014: 31 n. 392). This is partially evocative of Babylonian Royal Chronicle 6 (Finkel 
1980: 66; Glassner 2005: 128): k i l ib 3 saĝ-g ig 2-ga  ĝ ir 3-a-ni-še 3 mu-un-gurum-[…] : nap-ḫar sal-mat qaq-
qa-di a-na še-pi-šu2 u2-kan-ni-šu, “all of the black-headed bent down at his feet.”

15’’) The restoration of the beginning of the line is uncertain, but the combination of signs argues for a restora-
tion of the terms šer 7-da ,  “(capital) punishment” or “(capital) crime,” and the rarely attested še-bi-da, “sin, dis-
dain (for authority)” (Akk. ḫitītu), as space is wanting for the occurrence of two terms combined with the conjoin-
ing compound morpheme bi .da  in the manuscript. The imposition of the šer 7-da  was often a royal prerogative: 
note the instances among the references collected by Civil (1993: 76–77) and Flückiger-Hawker (1999: 222). As 
such, this line may be describing the conferring of royal power upon Alulim. Compare, loosely, the formulation in-
volving the bestowing of power of counsel upon the god Nanna in the Warad-Sîn inscription RIME 4.2.13.21 lines 
12–14: ad-gi 4 an-ki-ka  umuš ka-aš-bar-re  dA-nun-na šu-na bi 2- in-ĝar-re-eš ,  “They (An and Enlil) 
put the counsel of the universe and the intelligence and decision rendering of the Anuna gods in his (Nanna’s) 
hand.” However, the term še-bi-da, as well as its much more frequently attested Akkadian counterpart, does not 
seem to encompass punishment, so such a sense is not assured. Does this line instead describe the gods furnishing 
the ability to commit crimes and sins to humanity via the king, having ushered them out of the previous golden 

24. Edited by Veldhuis 2000: 74; Bartelmus 2016: 438.
25. Thus Civil: note, however, the differing interpretation of Attinger and Krebernik 2005: 52, 62, 73, who understand KA×A as naĝ “to 

drink,” which I find less convincing.
26. Contrast, for example, the confident assertion in Šulgi G 8 (Klein 1991: 302–3): dEn-l i l 2-da  a-ba  a 2 mu-da-an-aĝ 2, “who has ever 

issued a command to Enlil?”
27. For these gods and their (mostly unstated) role, see, most recently, Rubio 2013 and George 2016.
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age when humans were (implicitly) blameless, and thus involves some conception of original sin? The would-be 
construction is novel and does not elicit complete confidence.

16’’) The referent to the third person singular independent pronoun e-ne is most likely Alulim. The same 
construction, which seems to be partially corrupted, appears to occur in Dynastic Chronicle 5 (Finkel 1980: 66; 
Glassner 2005: 128), where the dative does not occur either suffixed to the independent pronoun or within the 
prefix chain.
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